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ABSTRACT

We clarify the discrepancies of previous results for the masses and decay

amplitudes of hermaphrodite mesons obtained from QCD sum rulea. We study the

case of the strange quark within a light quark expansion formalism. We rind that

the hermaphrodite masses are much higher than the ones of their ordinary meson

partners. Our values of the set of masses and continuum thresholds are compared

with some other sum rule results. We analyze thi-- lm<ironic couplings 01' the
—+ ^

iaovector 1 exotic hermaphrodite p ising tt three-point function sum rule

evaluated at the symmetric euclidean point. We find that the p car. be very

broad and prefers to decay into pjr and K K. Its most characteristic decays

are the ones into My, nn and n'^. The former and the latter ire of the order

of (3 *&) HeV.
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INTRODUCTION

One often considers Chat the existence of valence quarks is a

remarkable though poorly understood feature of the meson and baryon

spectra. One can also speculate chat hadrons containing valence gluons

exist. Such a speculation is on the basis of the theoretical descrlp-

1) 2)
clans of the glueball spectrum given by the bag and potential models,

3) 4)

Che low-energy effective lagrangean , the QCD sum rules and Che

lattice Monte-Carlo simulations .

On the same footing one can also expect the existence of

another type of hadrons which are mixed states having the valence struc-

ture quark-antlquark-gluon. These are the so-called hermaphrodite or

hybrid or meikton mesons, which have been discussed from the point of

view of the bag and the potential models and of the QCD sum rules .

It is not necessary to remind the readers that QCD sum rules

are now a powerful tool for the understanding of the hadron properties

in terms of the vacuum condensates of QCD . Therefore it is Interes-

ting to apply this method to study the hermaphrodite mesons where the

experimental situation on the signature of such unusual hadrons remains

unclear.

In this paper, we reanalyze Che masses and decay amplitudes

of the hermaphrodite mesons made of up and down quarks, motivated by

the disagreement between the previous results for the Wilson coefficients

of the operator product expansion COPE) In the existing literature

We also extend this analysis to the case of the strange quark using a

light quark formalism. Finally, we study the different decay modes of

the light iaovector p(J « 1 *) which should be observed in some

low energy experiments such as the 4, decays or/and some other low



energy scattering experiments dp, pp, . . , ) . These mesons are expected

to have a clean signature due to their exotic quantum numbers which.

forbid large mixings with ordinary badronj or with glueballs. Here, we

PC - +
should notice that the gluonium states with J • 1 cannot be built

with only two gluons due to the Landau-Yang selection rule, so that

the mixing of such gluonia with the hermaphrodite is also expected to

be small.

1. Wilson coefficients of the two-point functions

According to the SVZ philosophy , the two-point hadronie corre-

lation function is expected to be quite well described by the few lowest

2
dimension condensates appearing in the OPE for valuea of Q of the order

of the hadronie scale. So, In this section, we study the Wilson coeffi-

cients of the two-point function :

n"V. <q) H i / d*x elqIC < 0 I * < ^ Cx)&f(O)) I 0> (1.1)

built wtr.h the dolour leas local gauge invariant operators :

(1.2)

which are the only ones with defined quantum numbers, 41 ̂  u,d is the

quark field, Gva is the gluon field, k (a =. 1,...,8) are th« Cell-Mann
a ^

matrices and g ia the QCD coupling constant. IT can be decomposed

(we drop subindicec whenever the expression is valid for both V,A

cases) as :

U(q) E - t«"v q2 - q" q") II U / qV H(o)Cq2) (1.3)
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ln such a way that any klnematlcal divergence is avoided, li and

I ( o ) correspond respectively to the vector and scalar particles des-

cribed by Eq (1.2). Obviously &^ Is not conserved because of the

presence of a constituent gluon. The polarization operators present a

typical OPE of the form :

J!(q 2 ) -{C o<q 2 )Z+
w Hog - a_2

< 0 6 >

where O stand for some QCD vacuum condensates of dimension 1.

In the following, we w i l l concentrate on n^ and IIA
O aince they

,PC whichcorrespond respectively to the hadrona J

have exotic quantum numbers.

Although the computation of the coefficient* C^ which appear in

£p,(1.4) is rather standard, some disagreements appeared in previous

papers " because of the complexities of the calculations. Our cal-

culation takes into account the following contributions : perturbative

part, quark condensates Cm <44>, <4I\<(. ̂ r , ^ ) , gluon condensates

(<cx G >, g<C >) and mixed condensate (ra <i Gifr>) which are expllcl-

tely written in Ref 10). We have performed our calculation in the

Schwlnger fixed point or coordinate gauge x B (x) - O.13) which is very

convenient for the evaluation of the Wilson coefficients. We have correc-

ted the sign of the contribution of diagram VI in Ref 10) so now, we agree

with Ref 9) for this contribution. However, we maintain our results for

the rest of diagrams. Therefore, we still disagree with Ref 9) for the

coefficients of the <^> and <^C^> terms. Actually, one can inspect

that Ref 9) do not take into account effects of diagrams (XI) and (XIII).



Collecting all the contributions, we get :

2>- {-2_ ( q
2) 2 + * (a <G2? + 8 a m<+*>)}log (-3.)

60i v

(1.5)

.;-'(,«> - -(

120»J
(q

2)2 . s<G > - 8 ag m

2
-; ij mg <*G*>> log - y

2 2 2
where we have worked In the chlral limit m 5 m = m, => 0.

u d

4 - 2

(1.6)

4The 0 , term has been dropped since i t is of order g

One should also notice the miraculous cancellations of the log-coef f i -

c ients of the <G > and <ijG<f>> entering in !!„ (q ) ând so the renorosa-

l i za t lon scheme Independence of the —j terms in Eq (1 .5 ) .
q

2. Masses and decay amplitudes of the hermaphrodite mesons :

SUF(2) case

In this section, we study the mass M/j and the decay amplitude

fj of the lowest ground state using the spectral function sum rule approach.

The notation H refers to the hermaphrodite having the quark content of

the ordinary H hadron. In our analysis, we shall use the simple duality

ansatz for the parametrizatlon of the spectral function :

- lm E(t) - M{jO * A ( t ) (2.1)

where A(t) refers to the contributions of the discontinuity of the various

<JCO diagrams which appear in the OPE and v't is the continuum threshold.

Such effects can be considered as an average of various high masa resonan~

ces and non-resonating multiparticle states.

-5-

One could alternatively use the continuum parametrizatlon of

Ref 14) based on the low energy chiral lagrangean of QCD. However, due

to the non-trtvlal extension of the naive non-linear o-raodel to inco-

porate hybrid mesons, this approach can become useless In our case.

Moreover, we have no control on the hermaphrodite couplings to ordinary

mesons yet.

Among various sum rules available in the literature, we choose

to work with the Bell-Bertlmann (BB) moments

/ dt e"tT

o

s

R (O « - 4-
n a T

log /" dt e"tT — In n(t) n > 0,1 , (2.2)
o n

which have a well-defined quantum mechanical meaning in the sense that

its ejctremum represents an upper bound to the lowest ground state mass.

•z is the so-called "imaginary time" variable and corresponds to the

inverse of the square of the Laplace (Borel) sum rule variable of SVZ. For

a moderate value of T , the moments have the advantage to be sensitive

to the lowest ground state mass because of the exponential weight which

depresses the effects of the continuum. So, we expect these momenta to be

less sensitive to the exact from of the continuum than the FESR .

The general phenomenological expressions for the moments are

3
" 2 j

R (1) =o
2 4 -"H T

2f§ M§ « - 4!

(2.3)

- 3!

-2

- 31 - 2 !

(2.4)
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where
-t T

P, = * C U i!
C2.5)

The Hllson coefficients have been implicitely defined in the previous

section. Let us point out that R (T) cannot be trivially used in the
o

case where C, is different from zero because of the non-local l/€

pole —K (— + In (-q )) dependence. (4+ £ being the space-time dimension).
q e

In a similar way, we deduce the QCD expressions of the moments

associated to Ii(q ) :

31 C T"4 + 2! T"3 C,m2 + T'2 C, <0.>
o 2 4 4

21 C
o

4! C

-2 2 - 1 J
+ T C, m + T C4 <0,> - Cg ^g

1*

• 31 T" 4 C, m +2IC, <o.> T" + C, <OC> T"
£ ** 4 b o

(2.6) ,

(2.7) ,

31 C t"* + 2! T" 3 C,m2 + C. <0,> x'1 + C, <0,>
o 2 4 4 6 6

C, <0,> T'6 6

where in R ( T ) , we have taken into account the finite contribution of
o

the dimension-six operators which has no discontinuity.

The asymptotic (x - 0) coincidence of the QCD and phenomenolo-

gical aides of the sum rules leads respectively to the constraints :

4 > t 3 <* 7

2 "ft 4 + Co r + T C2 m + \ C4 ̂ 4* " ° • (2*8)

4 + C 7^ +
o 4

These expreasions can also be obtained from the FESR

t

16)

c t In n(t) , n - 0,1 .

(2.9)

(2.10)

We shall cone back to this discussion in the next section.

Here, we use Eq(2.8) In order to eliminate fjj and we confront the two

sides or R (respectively R,) using a least square two parameter fit with

the help of the CERN library subroutine FUMIL117J.

-7-

a) JPC

The vanishing of the mixed and <G > condensates contributions

implies that we can work with both R and R .

We give the behaviour of the QCD-expression of the moments in Fig 2.1.

For R (*), we study the case where the dimension-six four quark conden-
o

sate has been estimated using the vacuum saturation assumption , or

the phenomonological value from other sources ' . One should notice

that in the case of R (i), the four-quark condensate dominates the

contributions of the other dimension-six condensates <G > and

m<*Ci|,>. So, the discrepancy on the coefficienta of m<$Gi).> between

Refs 9) and 10) are not crucial in the analysis. He have used in our

analysis the following sets of QCD parameters :

18,20)
A = (0.15 ± 0.05)CeV ; a <G > (0.04 ± O.Ol)GeV'

7 - 3 3 20b)
- h m t2 (f^ 93.3 MeV); gJ<GJ> = ± 1.1

,4 .

G*> ;

21 ) a

,18)

2
2 M

o

3.5

7 9
(H "(0.75 ± O,2 5)GeV )
o

GeV6 (2.11)

Notice that if we use the vacuum saturation estimate of the

<4>r̂  5>r+> condensate, we obtain approximately half of the value given

In Eq(2.11J. One should notice In Fig 2.1 that only R (T) has «n extre
o

mum. That is due to the presence of the dimension-six operators.

However, as one can see, the value and the position of this extremum

depend strongly on the value of the <̂ r«> <M>> condensate. Using the

values in £q(2.11), we deduce at such minimum an upper bound to the

p(l ) ground state mass squared :

M2 £ (2.6 GeV)2 (2.12)



The presence of the extremym signals the maximum value T of T up to

which, one can trust the validity of the OPE. In the case of R (T)

which is a monotonically decreasing function of t, there is no clear

statement which indicates the value of t where the OPE makes sense.

He confront the two sides of I M T ) [(Eqs (2. $ and 2.6)] for the range of

T-values around T ^ using the CERN-FUMILI least square parameter

f lt . The results of the analysis are given in Fig 2.2 for the inter-

V a l '•°' TMAX"'" O n e c a n r e a 1 1 " t h a t th« variation of M £ versus t

presents a stability. For a comparison, we give the predictions from the

R J C T ) moments, where we have taken for definiteness the intervals

[0, 0.6 GeV" ] and [0,1.2 GeV'2] . The results are not very sensitive

to T but, unfortunately, there is no stability of H^ against t . This

fact has also been noticed in Ref 9) where the authors have worked with

a slightly different form of R ^ r ) . Therefore, in order to extract some

results from their analysis, Ref 9), have been obliged to invoke some

extra conditions for choosing the value of t . However, it is fair to

say that from such arguments, one cannot expect to have a definite pre-

2
diction of M^, . We also compare in Fig. 2.2, the results from a finite

energy sum rule (FESR) analysis which can be obtained from the ratio of

Eqs (2.8) and (2.9) :

"ft-
Cp tjk • t - /3 C2 ^ + ̂  <04> t*/

CC Cc 3 / 3 + t f / 2 C2 » ' + C4 < 04> l c

(2.13)

We do not also have a stability. However, one might expect that the

FE5R predictions could be improved from a more careful treatment of the

continuum contribution as has been emphasized in Ref 14). We study in

Fig. 2.3 the effects of T ^ ^ on the set of the minimum obtained in Fig 2.2.

-9-

We also have a stability of versus T where such a stability occurs

at T ~ T as expected. Therefore, using the get of QCD parameters in
MAX

Eq(2.11), we deduce within a good accuracy

1^= 2.1 GeV .

107.)

(2.14)

A lower value of M.= 1.6 GeV would have been obtained if the vaccum
P

saturation estimate of the four-quark condensate has been used. Then the

expected Largest range of M_ coming from the sum rules i s :

M =̂» (1.6 -1,2.1) GeV , (2.15)
P

for the corresponding t or (3*. 4) GeV , with a much more probable value

of Mv in the upper edge of Eq(2.15)due to the indication of the under-

18 19)
estimate of the <f Ao> i Ti<fi> condensate from the vacuum saturation '

The result in Eq(2.15) disagrees with the one in Ref 9), but not completely

in auch a way that they could have choosen an other value of t for

recovering the result ! (see Fig 2.2). Eq(2.15) agrees with the range of

values given by other QCD-models " . It is interesting to understand qua-

litatively the mass hierarchy between the p and the p. Assuming appro-

ximatively a dominance of the ground state at the minimum of the moments,

we would obtain :

M2 _ , ,
3" 3

,1/3
n

where the large factor of 3 in front of Eq(2.16) is a typical manifesta-

tion of the superficial degree of divergence of the two-point function

associated to current operators of dimension five in Eq(1.2).

• ) !t is necessary to remind the readers that the SVZ moments tittiob Is a slightly

different form of the Bell-Sertlnann one gives exactly the same prediction.

-10-



In the case of the p-meson, we have from a similar analysis, the well

t ' :known result

2 fc 3 2 1/3 <F2> 1/3

Comparing Eqs(2.16) and (2.17), we can deduce, to leading order :

. (*£ 3 . (2.18)

The result in Eq(2.16) Indicates the large splitting between the p

and p mesons. That is essentially due to the difference of the rela-

tive weight between the perturbative and <<f4> contributions in the

two cases. Using Eq(2.8) and the results in Eq(Z.15), we can also deduce

the decay amplitude :

f<\, = (17 i. 21) MeV (2.19)
P '

which will be useful for the analysis of the decay width in the next

sections.

b) J m 0 case

The analysis of the 0 " hermaphrodite needs some care ;

firstly, the v-dependence appearing in the dimension six operators

can only be eliminated for the case of R.(T), as we noticed before ;

secondly, due to the posltlvity properties of the spectral function and

to the negative contribution of the condensate relative to the pertur-

bative one, T is forced to be very small :

x < (- (2.20)

The behaviour of the moments is given in Fig. 2.4. The presence of the

minimum at the value of T = 0.3 GeV" Illustrates our discussion

leading to Eq (2.20).Within the quantum mechanics interpretation, we

-11-

deduce the upper bound to the n, mass :

M-V < 4.2 GeV .
n ">•

(2.21)

We perform a two-parameter fit (M^ , t^) of the two aides of R^Ct)

in the interval [ 0 , T ] . The behaviour of the results versus T is

given In Fig. 2.5. One can notice that these results stabilise simul-

taneously for T K 0.22 GeV" which Is approximately the value of T

where R^t) presents an extremum (Fig. 2.4). We deduce the optimal

results with a good accuracy :

»v, = 3.8 GeV ; t = 16.5 GeV*
n . c

.PC

(2.22)

One should notice that, in the case J - 0 , we have been forced

to work at very small values of T with the BB moments. Therefore,

15)

one expects a high mass for the hybrids by duality. It Is also interes-

ting to notice that the SVZ-moment presents a stability for both T

and t in the region where the BB moments stabilize. The values of

the mass Mi- Is the same as the one in Eq(2.22). One can compare our

n
results with the FESR ones. The FESR related to R^Ct) is :

H
'V •. (2.23)

It is easy to verify that the results in Eq (2.22) satisfy the FESR

test. The consistency of the results coming from various sum rule

approaches increases our confidence on the predictions.

Let us finally notice that due to the good realizations of the

*)
SU(2)t. and SU(2) x SU(2) chiral symmetries which imply that :

F L K

*) For 9 more careful estimate on thsu SU{2)-3y«netry breaking paraitttrs within the sun
rules, see »ef 11) and 22).

-12-



m ~ m 3 0 and <uu> = <dd> ,
u d

(2.24)

we expect that the O and 0 have the same masses. This property

also applies to the 1 and 1 cases.

3. SU{3) breaking effects on the hermaphrodite masses

In this section, we study the mass of the hermaphrodite * ,

whose Interpolating current reada :

(x) H : g s(x) Cx) (3.1)

We have analyzed the OPE associated to the usual two-point Green function

within a light quark formalism . To be more specific, we have calcula-

2 2 1
ted the corrections m /q to the Wtlson coefficients up to —? order,

s b

Our results are given in Table 1 . In principle, this approach is alter-

24)

native to a heavy-like one although Infrared divergencies are regula-

rized dlmensionally Instead of the natural m + 0. Moreover, in the

later case,heavy quark condensation must be omitted since the gluonic

one already takes account of it.

The relevant leading terms of the QCD calculation are
2 r\ I T fln.- t-

6 0 i

i 2 i 2

Cq ) +

+ Is

-I

<G3> - 5f m. 8<S6">]-
Notice thac we have dropped the corrections to <G > as they corres-

pond to dimension 8. Notorious cancellations appear for the

3 - 2 2 2 2m <ss>/q and <tt G > m /q c o e f f i c i e n t s . We give the behaviour of
S 8 3

the moments in Fig. 3.1 for two values of the four-quark condensates

-13-

which correspond respectively to a SU(3)F symmetry and a violation

of the SUC3) symmetry by a factor (0.6) in the same way as the

value of <ss>/<uu> condensate ratio is of the order of 0.6

25)
We have used the value :

S " (log Q/A) 4 / 9

m <is> =" - 0.6

with m =0.25 GeV ,

(3.2)

3.5 1O"4 GeV6 .

We also show in Fig 3.1 the p-moment for comparison. The 1 moments

,,-2present a stability for t..̂ . = 0.5 GeV" (SU(3)_ symmetry for

a <*+>2) or for TUiV = 0.9 GeV"
2 (SU(3)_ symmetry violation).

S F1AA r

In Fig 3.2, we present the results of the fit at a given value of

MAX
and versus t . There is a stability for each value of a

C S

In Fig. 3.3, we analyze the effects of T on the results obtained from

Fig. 3.2. We have also, here, a stability. In summary, we conclude from

the analysis that the *-mass Is in the range :

M^ = (1.5 ̂  2.2) GeV , (3.3)

where the uncertainties come mainly from our weak control of

the value of the <sj*, s ir,s> condensate. It is also interesting to

analyze the 4-p splitting using a. Gell-Mann-Okubo-like mass formula

which emerges from the difference of two moments R (t) - R P ( T )
° o o

where R1 has been defined in Eq(2.2). In this way, we get in the case
o

of a SU(3) symmetry for the four-quark condensate :

-14-



Rol
,-2 16* - ,
Im - =— m <s»> it

lo (3.4)7 2
<F

2>}

Noting that at the minimum of the moments, the resonance effects are

optimal, one can safely assume a SU(3) -symmetry for the continuum

threshold In such a way that the continuum effects disappear for the

difference of moments. Therefore for tM Y =0.5 GeV"
2 where both

EQCT) and RQ(T) have a minimum, we obtain the mass-difference :

= 0.3 GeV2 C3.5)
» P

which is perfectly consistent with Eqs(2.14) and (3.3), i.e. the mass

splitting between the 3> and p is expected to be of the order of

100 MeV. In the case of a SU(3) violation of the four-quark-conden-

sate, one can Inspect that the role of the <ir s sr,s> minus

<"'"lU " r 2 u > condensates tends to decrease the effects in Eq(3.5).

This is why the »-mass in Eq(3.3) is lower than the £-one in Eq(2.14).

However, In this case the approach leading to Eq(3.4) becomes less

accurate due to the fact that the two moments have not the same posi-

tion of the minimum. So, the cancellation of the continuum effects In

the difference of sum rules becomes less Important. One should conclude

from our analysis that we have a small mass gap between the « and p

mesons.

4. . Some comments on the use of vertex sum rules

One can study the couplings of the hermaphrodite mesons with ordina-

ry pair of hadrons using three-point function sum rules ' or some

low energy theorems within the effective lagrangean framework3'.

-15-

Zi. X :~T

However, due to the relatively high mass of the hermaphrodite, we cannot

expect that any of the methods mentioned above can accurately fix such

couplings though they can give some good predictions for the couplings

between usual hadrons ' . This fact can he traced back to the

assumption of lowest ground states dominance in the spectral function

which is Implicitely used. Actually, we have a weak control on the

effects of the higher excitation resonances to three-point functions.

In this paper, we study such couplings by means of vertex sum rules

substracted at the symmetric euelidean point (see Fig. 4.1). As

27)
we have already mentioned , the method has an advantage in the QCD

side because some eventual mass singularities encountered in the OPE

of the Green function are automatically absent in this way. From the

phenomenologlcal side, we loose the accuracy of the lowest hadron

dominance of the three-point function which Is expected to be better

at zero momentum transfer. However, the inclusion of the higher radial

excitations effects Into the analysis Is non-trivial since we do not

have any information on the couplings of such states to the hermaphro-

dite as well. For this reason, though the method provides an agreement

within 10X between the predictions and the data of known hadronic

couplings, we cannot firmly argue that the method Is as accurate as in

the case of the two-point sum rules. In fact, the suppression of higher

states contributions to the spectral function due to the exponential of the

Laplace sum rules Is weaker for the three-point functions than for the

two-point ones.

In the next two sections we will concentrate on the analysis

of the phase space favoured two body decays of the l" hybrids.

These are p - ip, KK , in, nnr. We do not deal with the 0 case

-16-
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because of its high mass which could render this particle difficult to

detect as it belongs already to the charm continuum states which have

a complicated structure.

5. Decays modes of the p into p«, fi and K K

In order to describe the p - pit decay, we shall be concerned

with the three-point function :

(p.q) d4y e

- i e Pp q0 T<q,p) ,

where

8 Aa(x) - (m tin ) : 5(jc)U T , )d(x)

0V(o))|0>

(5.1)

ov(x) g : u X / • d (5.2)

The OFE of the three-point function ts given up to dimension

seven operators by the diagrams shown in Table 2 . Summing up the diffe-

rent contributions, we get at the symmetric euclidean point

(P+q; » A2) <

a
3

3t

+ g —i» <u Cu + a Cd> + -—- (1 -
48Q 18Q

<uu+3d>} .

This QCD expression of T agrees with the one tn Ref 29) for the two

first terms. The last contribution (due to the omission of some dia-

grams) u different. This discrepancy is analogous to the one encountered

for the OPE of the two-point function in the sense that only non-local

condensation has been Involved.

The phenomenologtcal side of the three-point function is parametrized

by the resonance poles Introduced via :

0 | a A°(0) \%> - A i% m
2 , if%* 93 MeV)

0

A°(0) \%> - A i% m
2 ,

H2

JZ-£. e" , (Y • 2.56)
i*. P

o I ov(o) |p> (5.4)

P P

where -» is normalized through the p — e e" decay rate
P , , H

T = 4 o ~5 • Then,we get

T P H E ^

Using the PCAC relation :

2 m f = - (m +m ) <uu + 3d> ,
I I u d

(5.5)

(5.6)

we can simplify our expressions. Working in the chiral limit, the

approximate duality between Eqs(5.3) and (5.5) leads to the following

\ log Q2/v2f i\ — log Q2/v

} . (5.7)

We Improve this equality by taking the Laplace transform of both sides.

After a straightforward algebra, we obtain

2f

with

M2

- M y
•—- f P - | f(r) ,

P P P

-1
f(x) -

-K 2 t -M1? t

fe P - e P J

-: »o . .

(5.8a)

}. (5.8b)
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We have introduced the standard QCD parameters already given in previous

2
sections- This function presents a stable value for T 'V- 1,5 GeV (see

Fig 5.1). At this point, the effect of the <a G > term is of the

order of 177. as compared to the two formers. This should he understood

as a good feature of our result. We deduce for M^ = 1,6 i< 2 GeV and

p
f = 19 MeV :

p

f(-r) =• .5 GeV2, (10 -\. 9) GeV" 1 (5.9)

The improvement of these results from the phenomenological side might

only be possible if one has a good control of the couplings :

&V i 8- aRd g. • Cue to phase space suppression, one cannot

pp1* ppt' PP1*'
have any interesting experimental information on these trilinear cou-

29)
plings from the decays of the particle at rest . We hope that the

scattering experiments can help for determining such useful couplings.

Our prediction for the decay width is

M3M3

M +m 2 3/2 M -m 2 3/2

pi pp« 96»

a 0.6 GeV.

P
(5.10)

This value of the width is sensitive to the value of M which is the
o

main source of errors. Due to our weak control of the effects of higher

states to the sum rule, one should only consider our result in Eq (5,10)

within a factor two. However, our range of values disagrees with the

one in Ref 28) and in Ref 30). The discrepancy with Ref 28) Is mainly

due to the different input parameters (f , M ) used in our analysis.

P P

Eq(5.10) suggests that the p is a very broad resonance. That makes its

detection quite difficult through the 3n-systems. Perhaps, the much

more interesting way to search the p is from Its radiative decay p -* t^

-19-

One can estimate this width using the usual vector meson dominance

31)
approach

3.5 GeV 1 ,

puy pup P

which implies a large radiative decay width :

T^ = |g^ |2 — = (3.8 •v 7.5) MeV .
p - xy pxy 96»

(5.11)

(5.12)

One can also estimate the p decay into K K, using the expression

of f(t) in Eq (5.8) which is valid to leading order in the SU(3) -

breaking and changing the parameters in g^ of Eq.C5.8).

ii J t i 26a)Using the value :

V 3 '
we obtain for M^ = 1.6 t 2. CeV ;

P

PP*

g ="12 GeV
pK K

-1

and
# s (0.3 -v 1.3) GeV ,

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)
p - K K

where the large range of values is due to the available phase space.

6. Decay modes of the p into n'n and nx

*\,
The next interesting decays of p are the ones into pseudoscalar

meson pairs. One can easily check that any process giving two similar par-

ticles is controlled by a symmetric amplitude in the exchange p into q

(p and q being the moments of the outgoing mesons)> *•*• T[ P (q)
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so that the full matrix element squared summed over the hermaphrodite

polarization is zero. The most relevant decay of the p into a pair of

pseudoscalars appears to be p - n'i. We shall be concerned with the

three-point function :

TM(p,q) d4y

T (p+q)" + T
9 A

(6.1)

where

Is the usual anomal current with F =
e

FPO. The quark compo-

nent of n' gives a contribution proportional to (p+q)w and,

therefore, irrelevant for the decay. Notice that n shares this

feature and, consequently, p - on can only been observed through

the f)-n' mixing. It la the gluon anomaly part associated to n'

that will contribute In the QCD aide. We present the result of our

calculation in Table 3. We are only Interested in the antisymmetric

component, I.e.

O2, a

I
log

x g <uGu + d"Gd> + — <uu+3d> <a C

4«o/ 1SCT '

The n'-effect to the vertex Is Introduced via

with the

<oj aa s"(o) |n'> - & f , M 2, ,

(.8 ± .2)

C6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

which is in agreement with the data of the 4. - n'y and 4.

-21-

We can choose to work in a similar way to the p - pi ,

i.e. by taking the Laplace transform of Q TA<p,q). In this way, we

obtain the sum rule :

f
3!

pn

with :

( 6- 6 )

P p

a 13 2 2

(e " - e p )

a <G^> t ) . C6.7)

We give the behaviour of g(-r) In Fig. 6.1. We have a stable result

for T a 1 GeV" which corresponds to :

.,4g (t) => 0.055 GeV

Therefore, we obtain : for M^a (1.6 * 2) GeV :

P

(6.8)

(6.9)

and

r^ =, (g^ ( |
2 _£

p -Ti • • pn t 48i

(3 -x, 5)KeV . (6.10)

One can also study the Laplace tran»form of T (p,q). One can easily

verify that the numerical analysis remains the same as the one obtained

here though the analytic expression of the sum rule differs from the one

in Eq(6.7). One should notice in this case that the result depends on the

? 33)
value of M which is absent in Eq(6.7).

o

The result in Eq<6.10) la a clean signature of the p from the analysis

of the n'« invariant mass. One also expects a similar width for p

decaying into n'l modulo some trivial changes in the phase space

factor. As we have already mentioned earlier, the decay of p



Into ni can only occur via a n-n' mixing. Using the quark model

prediction for f :
n

<0 | Z 2mt $l+i - 4 f M (6.11)

wh.lere f^ = V6 ^ (to leading order In the SU(3)r breaking) and the

experimental value of the n-T)' mixing angle ;

Vn' " "" •

we obtain :

Therefore :

« (sin 9 ).(0.9) . (6.13)

(0-2 ^°-U) MeV • (6'1

Conclusions and discussions

We have analyzed tn the first part of this paper the masses and

decay amplitudes of hermaphrodite mesons associated to the u, d, s

quark flavours [Eqs (Z.15), (2.19), (2.22) and (3.3)] using the QCD

sum rules approach. It Is interesting to notice that the masses of

such mesons are much higher than the ones of usual mesons having the

same quark contents.

We have qualitatively shown that the large level spitting

between, for Instance, the p-meson and the p hermaphrodite is mainly

due to the difference of the relative weight between the unit pertur-

batlve and the four-quark operator contributions in each two-cases

[Eqs (2.16) - (2.18)]. As the four-quark operator controls the value of

the minimum of the BB moments, it is the one which gouverns the strength

-23-

*̂f 'ipf'W yt- Tf

of the lowest ground state mass which has an optimal contribution at the

minimum of the moments. More explicitly, one can notice that the pertur-

bative contribution is of the order (—) In the p case while it is

order one In the p-one. Moreover, the leading non-perturbative graphs
2 --2

start as a <G > and a <<LS> in both cases. One should also notice the
s s v^

role of the superficial divergence of the two-point function In the analysis.

We have also shown that the mass of the 0 hermaphrodite

Eq(2.2Z) is higher than the one of the 1"T. This fact can be understood

within the posltivity of the spectral function which forces us to work

at a relatively small value of T for the 0 hermaphrodite. That is

2

due to the opposite contribution of the gluon condensate a <G > com-

pared to the perturbative one (which is not the case of the 1~ ), and

so by duality between the QCD and phenomenalogleal sides of the moment,

one can expect a relatively high mass for the 0 hermaphrodite.

Here, we should notice that the QCD sum rules prediction for the 0

mass is higher than the one coming from other QCD models. So, the expe-

rimental discovery of the o " states will be interesting for the test

of various theoretical ideas. It would be interesting to study the effects

of higher dimension condensates not considered in this paper for increa-

sing the accuracy of our predictions for the masses. However, such a

program is technically non-trivial and in addition we have a weak control

of the strength of higher dimension condensates apart the one of the

vacuum saturation estimate which can be very inaccurate ' '

However, according to the standard sum rule framework one should expect

that such unknown high dimension condensates will not effect severely the

results of this paper.

We have also studied the case of the hermaphrodite *(l"+)

built from the strange quark currents using a a /q -expansion. We

have shown that the splitting between the p and * masses Is of the

-2U-



order of 100 MeV {Eqs (3.3) and (3.5)] which appears to be natural due to

the small effects of the SU(3) breaking controlled by m and m <ss>

at such high scale of masses.

Finally, we have studied in the last three sections the domi-

nant two-body decay nodes of the p(l~ ) hermaphrodite, which Is the

lightest one, that could show up soon in some low energy scatterings

and if-decay experiments. We found that the p can be broad and decays

mainly Into pi and K K but Its width depends strongly on the avai-

lable phase space and so on its exact mass. [Eqs (5.10) and (5.15)].

Of course it can be hopeless to find it from the analysis of the

3i-syateins because its effects can have been masked by other background

ones. Perhaps, it can be much more easier to search for it in the K K

final states with a detector of good kaon identification like the one

of LEAR , or to study Its radiative decay Into t'y which has a rela-

tively large width of about 3 to 5 MeV [Eq (5.12)]. However, the moat

characteristic decay of tha p is the one Into n'• but Its decay width

is very narrow (a 4 ^ 8 MeV) [Ea, (6.10)] and so, one needs an amount of

experimental efforts for finding the p through such final states.

The possible large width of the p might stimulate a refinement

of our results for the mass by taking into account the finite width effects

in the analysis. However, the exponential factor appearing in the BB moments

will relatively decrease such effects in the same way as it suppresses the

continuum ones. He note "en passant" that this fact is a great advantage

of the Laplace <-> Borel like sum rules <*•*•'*• ' compared to the FESR

where, in contrary, the later is much more sensitive to the effects of

higher states and continuum. Actually, a broad resonance paraitietrization

of the p spectral function has already been considered in Ref 8) where

it has been found that the p mass shift is of the order of 207. higher.

So, given the generous range of values of our results In Eq(2.15), the

predicted value of the p-mass Including ouch effects should be consistent

with Eq(2.15). However, the inclusion of the alone finite width effects

la not certainly enough for improving the accuracy of the predictions.

At the same level, one should improve the QCD contributions (radiative

corrections, precise value of the condensates and control of the higher

dimension operators). Moreover, such a program might only be considered

if the p is observed in some experiments. Our rang« of values for the

masses and widths will already be a guide line for a systematic scanning

of the p.

We have not yet analyzed Che strenght of the cross-section for the

production of the p in scattering experiments like "P and pp or in

e+e~ through the y or (and) T radiative decays. We plan to come

back to such Interesting questions In a forthcoming publication.
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TABLE 1 : Leading SU(3) -breaking effects to the two-point function

In Eq(l.l)

4 r-i)
q" I

-4 c-

16 « - in

q

<C3>

96 i'
(4g q
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TABLE I : QCD contribution to the p - pt amplitude normalized to

— Cm + m d) Tr T5 1* Tf" ̂ P a n d f o r

ri
2 2

p - q

Z

121*

<u G u + 3 G d>
.... 48

<uu + 3d>
1 . 1

-J2-



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 2.1

Table 3 : QCD contribution to the p -* n'i amplitude normalized

z° ji (mu * V

--> p

--> q

log - -^ C2p-q)
M <uU

Cq-p)1' <uGu + 3cd>

2 l
*-£ <- (2p + 7q ) " - -j Cp-q)"}

Fig 2.2

Fig 2.3

Fig 2.4

Fig 2.5

Fig 3.1

Fig 3.2

Fig 3.3

Behaviour of the QCD expression of the moments " 0 ( T ) and

R..(T) versus T in the case of the l" hermaphrodite.

Ue show the effects of the strength of the dimension six

operators (which is dominated by the four-quark condensa-

tes) on the moments.

..2Behaviour of the results for t at fixed

value of t where the moments fUd:) present a minimum.

For comparisons, we give the reaulta obtained from the ana-

lysis of R. for two expected extremal values of T and of

the FESR associated to R 0 ( T ) .

Behaviour of M versus the choice of the T - cut where
*\/
P

the fit-procedure is done Inside the interval [ 0 , t ] . The
two curves correspond to two different values of C,<0,> .

Variation of the moments R.(t) versus T in the
PC

J - 0 case. The error bars are due to the uncertainties

on A

Set of

and a <G >.
s
, t ) coming from the fit-procedure versus T .

Behaviour of the momenta Rn(t) associated to the 4 and p .

The two curves for the v correspond to the cases of SU{3)_

symmetry and SU(3) violation for the four-quark condensate.

Ue have used for <uTu uTu> the estimate of LNT in Ref 1 8 ) .

Variation of T fixed at the minimum

of R 0 < T ) .

Effects on the choice of the length of the interval [0,t] on

M obtained from the minimum of Fig. 3.2 .

Fig 4.1 : Symmetric configuration at which the two dual three-point

functions are evaluated.

Fig 5.1 : Behaviour of the function f(t) which controls the ppi

coupling constant for two values of M .

Fig 6.1 : Behaviour of the function g(t) which controls the pn' i

and pr\a couplings versus T .
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